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Greetings! 

The Solar System is undergoing a tremendous upgrade at this moment in time.  This could be 

likened to an upgrade that takes place throughout your chakras from time to time.  And each time 

an individual chakra is energized, a spill-over effect is felt by all the others as well. 

The planets of the Solar System are energetically linked to one another.  The Sun is changing 

frequency and emitting a series of rapid-fire solar flares.  These particular ones are aimed 

directly at the various planets of the Solar System.  The hit one planet, enhance its vibration, pass 

through it, hit the next, and so on.   There is a spill-over effect, and other celestial bodies in the 

surrounding areas of deep space are also experiencing this; but the thrust is aimed at the main 

planets. 

Let us examine how this is affecting Planet Earth.  These energies are vibrating her core at a new 

frequency.  The core is beginning to roil, and the energies are then spreading outward and 

upward. This particular process began about two earth months ago, and is likely to continue for 

another five to six months. 

The effects of these solar flare energies are first being experienced by Planet Earth’s soil, 

minerals, natural reserves and fluids.  The Universal DNA of these aspects is being activated and 

upgraded.  This, in turn, is now beginning to affect the surface.  Let us examine how this will 

impact on the various kingdoms of Planet Earth. 

The MINERAL KINGDOM is now beginning to sing a new song.  This is a celestial song.  Your 

crystals are now vibrating at a very different frequency.  As they are in full communication with 

one another, their qualities are now beginning to merge. 

We therefore suggest that you do not hold onto the attributes with which you have imbued them 

in the past.  For example, you have always believed that an amethyst is exclusively a healing 

stone, and that obsidian removes ‘negativity’.  Yes, they will retain their primary qualities, but 

will have many other attributes, qualities and abilities from now onwards.  They are now flowing 



free, absorbing each other’s attributes and using them as and when they desire (not when you 

desire). 

Could you please illustrate this with an example? 

Let us assume that you hold place an amethyst on your body, wanting it to heal you.  But it may 

decide that you need, instead, a dose of wisdom and knowledge.  It will then start emanating 

those energies to you, and none other. 

So now, when you work with crystals, it will be almost impossible for you to command them to 

work in a manner you think best.  We therefore suggest that you invite them to do what is best 

for you; trusting that the crystals, with their newfound sentience and homogenous qualities, 

are in full flow with your higher soul. 

You may, of course, invite crystals to work for others as well, but again you will have to follow 

the same procedure. 

Jewelry that you wear will also work for you in the same way.  We suggest that you choose your 

jewels intuitively on a daily basis, so that you are the most benefitted. 

Similarly, the stones, marble, granite, brick and other natural materials that make up your homes 

and offices will also have a newfound sentience, and are working to energize all those who 

inhabit or frequent these spaces.  If, during the next 6 months, your homes suddenly develop 

cracks or leakages, trust that this is happening ‘for the best’.   They are simply removing 

trapped energies, and making space for new and vibrant ones.  You may, of course, affect 

repairs; but simultaneously bless your homes for having released that which is unwanted and 

possibly harmful to you. 

Will our gemstones and crystals always work for our best interests?  

During this 6 month period, yes.   If there is a certain gemstone that does not suit your energies 

during this period, you will simply not be permitted to wear it.  It may disappear, or fall off, or 

make you feel extremely uncomfortable.  So be alert to this. 

Does the same apply to crystals? 

Yes.  This does not mean that you have to rid your homes of them.  Simply put them away for a 

future date, when you will once again be able to work with them.  Allow them to rest, recuperate 

and regenerate. 

So the same would apply to a crystal pendulum and dowser?  Should we then switch to a metal 

one? 

Yes.  If you crystal pendulum appears to be going haywire, put it away for the time being.  

Metals and wood are also upgrading, but to a lesser degree than crystals and other minerals.  



Even natural fabrics that you wear and use are being upgraded.  Here, we specifically refer to 

natural fabrics; not synthetics.  

Very recently, I had an extremely odd experience.  I was holding an amethyst crystal, and it 

literally ‘opened up’ in my hand, like the petals of a flower unfurling.  It separated smoothly into 

three parts. Why was this? 

You received a surge of crystalline energy, helping you grow and evolve.  Please keep the three 

segments.  Do not separate them, but instead place them in close proximity to one another. 

So we now cannot program our crystals? 

Not during this 6-month period.  However, you may request them to serve you (or another) to the 

fullest.   If you attempt to program them to do a specific task, it simply won’t get done.  They 

will do what they intuit is the best for the recipient.  

The PLANT KINGDOM is undergoing the greatest shake-up with these new frequencies.  They 

are in a rebellious phase.  They are using the new solar flare energies to increase their vibrations 

and their sentience.  As this increases, they will begin to reject synthetic pesticides and other 

artificial chemical fertilizers which do not suit them.  The crops and plants in many fields and 

farmlands may wither and die, as they are rejecting that which is unsuitable to them.   

Simultaneously, there is a surge in the evolution of new plants, fruit, berries and seeds; ones 

arising naturally in areas where there is no human interference, such as in jungles, rainforests and 

uninhabited islands.  Once these evolve, they will slowly spread through wind, water, animal and 

insect pollination, to seed new species worldwide. 

These are already being slowly discovered by your scientists, but their presence will be felt 

worldwide after three to five years.  So you will shortly be introduced to new species of grains, 

plants and hybrid fruit, all of which will serve you in the future. 

But all of these will not tolerate chemicals, so if you then attempt to further their production with 

toxic, artificial means, they will simply die out.  They will refuse to be contaminated. 

New cures are also being offered to you by existing plants, flowers, seeds and roots.  These were 

not inherent to the plants at an earlier date, but now they are.  They are waiting to be discovered 

and harvested by botanists, only to serve you. 

What of Bach Flower essences? 

Bach Flower, being the distilled essence of flowers, is already an established cure for many 

diseases and other maladies.   This will work even more effectively in the future, as long as it is 

harvested and produced without contaminants, and is genuinely dispensed by the various 

practitioners.  It is unfortunate that much of what is in the market is contaminated at source.  

Therefore, even if the dispenser is genuine, its effects are not as potent as they could be. 



Even this is going to increase in its vibration.  Be aware that Bach Flower will, over the next 6 

months, be particularly useful and potent in the cure of mental ailments such as depression, 

delusions, schizophrenia and the like.   

The INSECT KINGDOM AND THE REPTILIAN KINGDOM are both working in an 

interesting way.  They are culling themselves, allowing certain species to start to die out, and 

enhancing the qualities of others of their species.  This is because of the imbalance created by 

man’s interference.   

The ANIMAL KINGDOM is undergoing a wonderful new upgrade.  It has taken on a new role, 

one which it will continue to follow for the next year: it will serve as a teacher to humanity.  

They are now your teachers; you are not theirs.  

Some of their members are deliberately sacrificing themselves to bring to the public’s attention 

Man’s cruelty, thoughtlessness and lack of caring. (Note: This is a direct reference to the recent 

public outcry over two medical students who filmed themselves throwing a dog off a terrace)  

Through this singular event, you have been taught to examine your humanity.  

Others will simply help you by comforting you, guiding you and nurturing you in your times of 

trouble.  Many house pets, during the course of this year, will take on a disease for a family 

member, sometimes even sacrificing their own life to spare yours.  Acknowledge this, respect 

the animal kingdom, and give it your thanks and gratitude.  They are truly your teachers.  

Will these upgrades in the various kingdoms help clear the atmosphere of our Planet? 

The upgrades will contribute towards clearing both the physical and energetic atmosphere of the 

planet.   But the actual ‘doing’ lies in the hands of mankind. 

The next 6 months will energetically shake up mankind, and urge humans to review 

themselves, their behavioural patterns, thought processes, belief systems and ways of 

functioning.   

This process was not pre-planned by Planet Earth.  It has been instigated by the new Solar Flares, 

and has been decided upon by the Collective Consciousness, as it is vitally necessary.  So it is a 

period of overall reviewal.  You will find yourselves questioning “Am I on track?” “What do I 

wish to change about myself?” “What is my soul mission?” “What areas do I specifically want to 

work on now?” “How can I better myself and my life?” and so on. 

When you now stray off your own evolutionary path, you will get very uncomfortable and feel 

extremely dissatisfied.  This will urge you to find your way back to your chosen path.  

However, these Solar Flares will also offer humanity tremendous strength, courage and 

wisdom; that which is necessary to help you find your path and achieve your highest potential, 

after you have reviewed the self.  So, though you will be shaken up, you will also be given the 



strength, courage and wisdom to make the necessary course corrections and changes in your 

lives.  

So, to now reiterate what we have said to you before, the rest of this year will be vigorous.  

Events and situations will arise ‘out of the blue’, with no forewarning, and you will have to 

‘think on your feet’ and make speedy decisions.  Speedy, not hasty.  Do not be alarmed.  The rest 

of this year will also be stirring, interesting, exciting and vibrant.  Rather than resist the speed of 

the year, choose instead to throw yourselves joyously into growth, evolution and the 

reinvention of the self.  The power is in your hands. 

Dear Friends, this is a time of great manifestation!  These solar flares will help you manifest 

that which you know is in your highest interest.   Not that which you think is best for you; but 

that which you know is best for you. So use the energies in this way.  If there is a goal that you 

wish to attain, then throw your heart into achieving it, work at it, and trust that it will take place.  

What of the children who are being born this year or the next? What attributes will they have, 

and how can we best serve them? 

We will give you a full session on this at a future date, but we will touch upon it today.  These 

are souls of great potency and vibration, and almost all will have powerful missions to 

accomplish. Some will actually come to change the world; but others will have smaller, yet 

equally important missions.  These may only affect those around them, but they will cause a 

ripple effect which will then be felt far and wide. 

Most will have such mental strength and focus that they will know intuitively what is right and 

wrong for them, what suits them and what doesn’t, what they will do and won’t do, what they 

want to eat and don’t want to eat, how they want to behave and not behave, and so on. 

So in many ways, the parents of these children have to be energetically highly evolved to be able 

to keep pace with them.  These children can be guided, but cannot be commanded.  They can be 

given wide boundaries, but they will not accept constrictive ones.  You are their caretakers, but 

you do not own them. 

The only way to succeed is to be tuned into their needs, desires and goals, and to help them 

achieve these.  If, for example, a parent tries to force the child into the family business, or into a 

particular study course, and the child does not want to go there, he will fight you every step of 

the way. 

Each child will have strong powers, which will be apparent from childhood onwards.  One child 

may show a strong inclination towards creativity and the arts, whereas another may show a 

distinct affinity for mathematics, or the sciences, or technology.   If you try to steer them in a 

different direction, it just won’t work.   You have to ideally tune into their propensities, and help 

them further those. 



Many of them will also have very special and unique dietary needs.  Mothers will have to be 

alert to this, and not attempt to force-feed them that which is considered ‘the norm’, if it does not 

suit the individual child.  Many, for example, will have unusual allergies to certain foods.  Be 

aware of this. 

Another common factor amongst these children is this: they will be very sensitive to the energies 

and the harmony of the home.  If the home is in discord, and if that is not a contracted choice 

made by the child for his overall growth, then it will throw him off balance.  They have to be 

carefully tended. 

Doesn’t this also apply to children who have been born a year or two ago? 

Please understand that when we speak of a new energetic breed of children, those who have been 

born a few years earlier are most definitely forerunners of the system.  But the intensity of their 

issues will be less than those born this year. 

We leave you today in the LOVE, LIGHT AND EMBRACE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.  

BLESSINGS. 

Many may be wondering why, on this day of Eid, the Jesus energies choose to address you.  At a 

Universal level, the Jesus and the Mohammed energies are in perfect union.  The Mohammed 

energies, in their purest form, promote Universal Brotherhood.   The Jesus energies are working 

in the now to promote Earthly Brotherhood.  So we speak as One.  Blessings. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

SAI KA PRANAM.  Blessings from the Sai (Baba). 

 

                                      **************************** 


